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Abstract

The study of judicial borrowings, courts’ appropriation of foreign legal material, has been kept aside from the methodological shift that placed judicial decision-making in the centre of legal theory. In the second half of the 20th century, two premises became largely accepted among legal theorists: that judicial decisions ought to be justifiable and that the arguments judges offer in justification for their rulings are necessarily normative. These premises imply a methodological standpoint known as the participant’s perspective. However, the prevailing approach in comparative legal studies is still descriptive and explanatory and adopts the observer’s perspective. As a consequence, comparatists have failed in tackling the normative issues that judicial borrowings raise. The most obvious but rarely asked question is: ‘Are judges legally authorized to do so?’. Particularly the democratic principle poses a serious objection: judges would not be entrusted with authority to draw conclusions from legal sources that the people have not accredited. The main purpose of this paper is to provide the basis for an analytic and normative approach to this and other objections, by construing them as demands of justification. The essay takes the postures of three constitutional courts towards borrowings—the U.S. Supreme Court’s resistance, the German Federal Constitutional Court’s selectiveness, and the Brazilian Supreme Federal Court’s enthusiasm—as three distinct normative attitudes. As I submit, if the choice of sources on which judges base their decisions ought not to be arbitrary, each court should be provoked to justify its own attitude towards borrowing, and scholars must be prepared to contribute to the debate. This paper should provide a starting point for these discussions.
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Resumo

O estudo dos “empréstimos judiciais”, ou a apropriação de material estrangeiro por tribunais nacionais, passou ao largo da virada metodológica que colocou a decisão jurídica no centro da Teoria do Direito. Na segunda metade do século XX, duas premissas ganharam ampla aceitação entre teóricos do Direito: as decisões judiciais devem ser justificadas, e os argumentos usados por juízes [em justificação para as] para a justificação das decisões que proferem são necessariamente normativos. Essas premissas supõem uma perspectiva metodológica chamada de ponto-de-vista do participante. No entanto, a abordagem que ainda prevalece no Direito Comparado é basicamente descritiva, explicativa e construída a partir da perspectiva do observador. Consequentemente, comparatistas tem falhado em lidar com as questões normativas que os empréstimos judiciais aventam.

Entre tais questões, a mais óbvia, embora raramente formulada é: “juízes estão legalmente autorizados a decidirem com base em material estrangeiro?”

O princípio democrático, em particular, oferece uma séria objeção: os membros do Poder Judiciário não teriam autoridade legal para derivar conclusões de fontes jurídicas que não tenham sido acreditadas pelo povo em nome do qual eles decidem. O principal objetivo deste trabalho é lançar as bases de um modelo analítico-normativo que permita tratar essa e outras objeções como demandas de justificação. O artigo adota o comportamento de três tribunais diante de materiais estrangeiros – a resistência da Suprema Corte dos EUA, o cuidado do Tribunal Constitucional Federal da Alemanha, e o entusiasmo do Supremo Tribunal Federal do Brasil – como paradigmas de atitudes normativas distintas. Afirma-se que, se a escolha das fontes em que juízes baseiam suas decisões não deve ser arbitrária, cada tribunal deveria ser provocado a justificar sua própria atitude diante de materiais estrangeiros, e juristas deveriam estar preparados para contribuir para o debate. Este trabalho pretende oferecer um ponto inicial para essa discussão.

Palavras-chave: empréstimos judiciais; dever de justificação; Suprema Corte dos EUA; Tribunal Constitucional Federal da Alemanha; Supremo Tribunal Federal do Brasil.
1. Introduction

The transfer of elements among legal systems has gained ample space in the field of comparative law, and particularly in comparative constitutional law, which should come as no surprise. The sharing of constitutional experiences is an essential element of the arrangement that emerged after World War II, which authors call “post-war,” “global,” or “new” constitutionalism. The first studies exclusively dedicated to the foreign influence of domestic law came out in the 1970s. Constitutional borrowing, as the phenomenon is more often known, has been the subject of countless works since then. Scholarship has reached a more or less consensual understanding that a country’s constitution, from the process of drafting to its subsequent interpretation and application, is not built in isolation. Explanations for the phenomenon abound. Nevertheless, researchers have generally paid scant attention to the normative issues that judicial recourse to foreign legal material raises.

The present study shall cast light on these questions. But this essay is not concerned with constitutional borrowings in general. Rather, it examines a specific type: the judicial appropriation of foreign legal arguments that will be used in constitutional adjudication. Judicial borrowings put forward implicit

---

“demands of justification [that] must be met,” 7 whether the court that engaged in borrowing recognises it or not. To tackle the question of justification, a normative issue by definition, is the main purpose here.

The concept of normativity is as controversial as important to legal theory. 8 Without delving deep into the controversy, I posit that normative arguments (or conclusions connected to ought) cannot logically follow from empirical arguments (or statements connected to is). 9 I hope that most readers can agree with this premise. This separation between empirical and normative reasons is central to the argument developed below, for it correlates to the distinction between explanation and justification. A researcher who inquires whether a constitutional court can legitimately decide cases with recourse to foreign legal materials asks for legal justification. She asks whether it is legally permitted, prohibited, or commanded for judges to have recourse to comparative constitutional law. This question can only be answered from the perspective of a participant in the debate about what the law correctly understood commands, prohibits, or permits. 10 From this perspective, explanations for borrowing do not suffice.

Few works have actually focused on the normative aspects of constitutional borrowings, 11 such as the argumentative role they play in constitutional interpretation, 12 or the question of whether courts have legitimate reasons for incorporating foreign material in their decision-making.

7 Ibid., p. 5.
9 David Hume is reputedly the first to have made a case on the problematic transition from “is” to “ought.” See his Treatise of Human Nature, Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 2000, p. 302.
10 For more on the participant’s perspective; see ALEXY, Robert, The Argument from Injustice: A Reply to Legal Positivism, New York: Oxford University Press, 2010b, p. 35-82, and 3.3 below.
making. The uncommonness of this type of inquiry is also noticeable in a field typically dedicated to normative studies: constitutional theory. As a comparatist observed, ‘normative constitutional theorists’ have not dedicated much effort in examining “how the migration of constitutional ideas figures into their narratives.”

This essay aims at fulfilling this gap and is structured as follows. Part two introduces the expression ‘judicial borrowing,’ which will be used to term judicial reference to all types of legal material taken from foreign legal systems. Part three suggests some refinements to the methodology that legal comparatists have usually followed. These refinements respect the choice of a context—justification, explanation, or deliberation—, type of reasons—explanatory or justificatory—, and perspective—participant or observer. Part four separates judicial borrowings into voluntary or necessary, and argumentative or non-argumentative. Part five advances three normative attitudes constitutional courts may adopt towards foreign legal material: resistance, convergence, and engagement. Three constitutional courts, namely the U.S. Supreme Court, the Supremo Tribunal Federal (STF) of Brazil, and the Bundesverfassungsgericht (BVerfG) of Germany, are taken as paradigms. Part six explains why courts carry a special duty of justification when they have recourse to borrowing. Part seven advances the main reason against borrowing: the democratic objection. Finally, part eight classifies the reasons for borrowing into system-dependent and system-independent.

Importantly, it is beyond the scope of this essay to analyse the actual reasons that the three paradigmatic courts give for having recourse to foreign material. Nor is my intention to determine which of the three normative attitudes is correct—or more adequate. The objective of this study is limited in

---

this sense. The argumentative issues it tackles are rather methodological than substantive. I demonstrate that the attitude a court has towards foreign legal material can be construed as a normative choice in which reasons for and against borrowings have to be considered. I do so in the hope that scholars and judges may use this argumentative scheme to assess the correctness of the practices they are faced with in actual legal systems. Furthermore, I submit that comparatists confronted with normative problems presented by judicial borrowings may benefit from the improved methods as devised here.

2. Terminological remarks

A dispute over the terminology that best depicts constitutional borrowings has dragged comparatists into a “battle of metaphors.” Scholars are far from arriving at a consensus about the correct term to use in reference to the incorporation of foreign elements in a national legal system. Bricolage, cross-fertilization, entanglement, influence, inspiration, irritation, migration, reception, transmission, and transplants are examples of words that legal

comparatists often use. The terminological struggle frequently “bears on perceptions of the kinds of questions it is relevant to ask,”27 although some terms are “at times deployed casually.”28 In fact, choosing a term matters, but all metaphors are somehow misleading, and none of them is fully satisfactory. Hence, this essay subscribes to the use of ‘judicial borrowing’ to refer to the recourse courts have to foreign legal material, but concedes that this choice is not free from objections.

Borrowing seemingly became the dominant metaphor in comparative constitutional law after the most influential journal on the matter set the seal on it.29 But the term also creates some difficulties. Firstly, it suggests a voluntary, consented exchange between equals, each aware of lending or borrowing, respectively.30 Secondly, it implies that the borrowed good can return without modifications to its original owner after a period of time.31 Yet, judicial borrowings feature neither the consent nor the possibility of return that the common use of the word implies.32 In any case, the alternatives that comparative constitutional theorists suggest are not free from serious objections either. And the danger of misinterpretation that these metaphors pose should not be exaggerated.33 It is therefore advisable not to take this terminological choice too seriously.

In any case, a further remark on terminology is required. The phrase ‘judicial borrowing’ is sometimes narrowly used as a synonym for borrowing case law only.34 And that is so because foreign courts’ opinions on constitutional matters are the main source of material for judges who seek for inspiration when they find themselves before a hard case.35 Nevertheless, in this study, ‘judicial borrowing’ designates reference to all kinds of alien

27 Ibid.
30 SCHEPPELE, 2003, p. 296.
32 SCHEPPELE, 2003, p. 296–301.
33 PERJU, 2012, p. 1308.
sources: certainly the jurisprudence from other national or supranational courts, but also foreign constitutions, statutes, and legal scholarly writings.36

3. Methodological remarks

This essay is not a piece of research in the field of legal sociology, nor does it aim at contributing to the development of a legal realist theory on constitutional borrowings.37 And this is not due to its subject, but rather because of the way the subject is approached. To ask whether a constitutional court can legitimately decide difficult cases by resort to foreign legal material is to quest after justification. One must advance justifying reasons to answer whether it is legally permitted, prohibited, or commanded for decision-makers to have recourse to comparative constitutional law. This is a normative question by nature and, as such, can only be answered by someone who puts himself within the legal system and tries to make sense of it from inside. Thus, the decisive factors, which in the end distinguish this research from sociological or realist ones, is that it focuses on the context of justification, inquiries into justifying reasons, and adopts the participant’s perspective. These distinctions between contexts, types of reasons, and perspectives are presented below as refinements in the methodology of studies on judicial borrowings.

3.1 Context matters

Despite the vast literature on comparative constitutional law dedicated to borrowings, its methodology lacks some refinement. The first thing to consider is that, for analytical reasons, one may group the phenomena that are


somehow involved with adjudication as pertaining to three contexts: justification, explanation, and deliberation. 38 Each context carries particularities that a constitutional comparatist should be aware of when approaching decision-making. The context of deliberation refers to the moment of decision properly speaking. That is when the judge “discovers” or “finds” the legal answer for the case she has before her. 39 The context of explanation refers to the factors that can explain how a judge came to a certain conclusion instead of another. Possible explanations range from the moral and religious beliefs of a decision-maker 40 to whether she decided before or after a food break, for example. 41 They also include the kind of legal training she had and particular constraints of the judiciary organization to which she is submitted. 42 At any rate, however relevant these explanations are, they are not admitted in legal argumentation as reasons apt to justify a judicial ruling. In judicial decision-making, relevant is the context of justification, or “whether the given reasons are adequate to establish the conclusions.” 43 The present study does not concern the context of deliberation (or discovery). Thus, let us put it aside and focus on the other two, justification and explanation, and the kind of reasons connected to each.

3.2 The type of reasons matters

The second methodological refinement is the distinction between explanatory and justificatory reasons. Explanatory reasons are the causal conditions that explain “why a certain event has occurred or why a certain state of affairs

exists.” Justifying reasons, by contrast, are “the reasons for asserting a given judgement or statement to be true or correct.” This basic distinction, which has been endorsed by several authors, is relevant for the understanding of judicial borrowings. Historical, psychological, and sociological approaches to borrowings are mainly concerned with explanatory reasons, even when their subject is the reasoning of courts. They ask “about the manner in which a decision or conclusion was reached” and are interested in the “factors that led to or produced the conclusion.” Thus, a researcher that considered the explicit reasons presented in the written opinion of a court, but did so “by construing such reasons as expressive of beliefs or values that have a psychological effect on the judge’s action,” would search for explanatory reasons and relations of natural causality. Very different is the case of legal theorists that inquire “whether a given decision or conclusion is justifiable.” They regard judicial reasoning as grounded not in subjective states of mind like beliefs, but in norms, the existence of which is relatively independent of the judge. Studies of this type—for instance, the one conducted here—must necessary set forth justificatory reasons for their conclusions.

3.3 Perspective matters

There is a third refinement to add when discussing the methods this study employs. It regards the choice of perspectives, or from which point of view one sees legal phenomena in general and judicial borrowings in particular. Firstly, a scholar can examine a judicial decision from outside, as a social or political fact. Purposes for this type of inquiry may be those of “illustrating the judicial role in the formulation of public policy,” for example. Secondly, however, the scholar can deal with a judicial decision from inside, figuratively placing himself

---

44 GOLDING, 2001, p. 3.
48 GOLDING, 2001, p. 5.
49 WASSERSTROM, 1972, p. 25.
50 KOMMERS, 1976, p. 688.
in the position of someone who takes part in legal argumentation. In this sense, relevant are, for example, the reasons a judge puts forward for her ruling, or how she has interpreted the constitution and other sources she implicitly or explicitly relied on to justify her decision.\textsuperscript{51} These two methodological approaches correspond to the traditional distinction that legal theorists have made between participant’s perspective and observer’s perspective.\textsuperscript{52} Distinctive of the methodological perspective of a participant is the aptitude to claim that something is legally commanded, prohibited, or permitted. The possibility to make such statements implies the aptitude to accept, challenge, or reject similar claims made by other participants, as well as to engage in an argumentative dispute about the correct meaning of normative propositions.\textsuperscript{53}

Importantly, the terms ‘participant’ and ‘observer’ are not meant to designate real persons. Rather, they are metaphors that stand for different methodological perspectives or ways to approach legal phenomena.\textsuperscript{54} Particularly ‘participant’ and ‘member’ are not interchangeable positions methodologically speaking. This carries implications for comparative constitutional law and the study being. It advances the possibility of adopting the internal point of view to a legal system without being a member of that community.\textsuperscript{55} Furthermore, it permits us to overcome an objection that might be addressed to the use of this methodological refinement in researching on comparative constitutional law. This objection holds that someone that is an outsider to a legal system—which is the case of the constitutional comparatist that is not a member of the legal communities under comparison—cannot answer as a participant the normative questions posed by the same system.\textsuperscript{56}

\textsuperscript{51} Ibid., p. 687–688.
\textsuperscript{52} Hart, 1994, p. 56.
\textsuperscript{54} Alexy, Robert, Between positivism and non-positivism? A third reply to Eugenio Bulygin, in: Beltran, Jordi Ferrer; Moreso, Jose Juan; Papayannis, Diego M. (Orgs.), Neutrality and theory of law, New York: Springer, 2013, p. 9.
Yet, once ‘member’ and ‘participant’ are taken as non-synonymous terms, no theoretic objection remains in using the participant’s perspective to approach comparative constitutional law.

Another consequence follows from adopting the participant’s perspective as defined above. The participant’s perspective allows researchers to see law as an argumentative enterprise and hence assess the correctness of legal arguments. A comparatist who adopts the participant’s perspective in comparative constitutional studies is required “to come to terms with the force and merit of arguments found in the opinions of foreign constitutional courts” and other extra-national sources. Admittedly, from the observer’s perspective, a scholar can certainly describe the justifying reasons in the opinions of a constitutional court and even “the debate in which the Court is engaged.” Nevertheless, without leaving the observer’s perspective, our scholar “cannot engage in argument on the question of which answer is legally correct. As soon as he does so, he ceases to be an observer and becomes a participant.” Respecting judicial borrowings, to ask whether the constitutional court is permitted to resort to foreign materials is to query what is legally correct. As such, these questions demand that a scholar conducting the inquiry adopts the perspective of a participant.

4. Types of judicial borrowings

Judicial borrowings have peculiar properties and invite to specific classification. They can be voluntary or necessary, and argumentative or non-argumentative. Regarding the first classification, borrowings are necessary if courts are textually commanded to apply or at least consider foreign law. With remarkable exceptions, judicial borrowings are normally voluntary, for constitutions often silence about the validity of foreign legal sources. See KOMMERS, 1976, p. 693. ALEXY, 2007, p. 46. Ibid. See DROBNIG, 1999, p. 6–17, for more on necessary and voluntary recourse to foreign law.
Africa probably offers the most remarkable exception.\(^{61}\) Section 39 (1) (c) of the South African Constitution states that, “when interpreting the Bill of Rights, a court ... may consider foreign law.”\(^{62}\) But that is not usually the case. Particularly the three courts considered here, namely the U.S. Supreme Court, the German BVerfG, and the Brazilian STF, have some discretion in the choice of legal sources, which characterises their borrowings as voluntary. They are by no means obliged to draw solutions and arguments from foreign legal material. For being non-binding extra-national sources of law, the authority of these materials is strictly persuasive: they “attract adherence as opposed to obliging it.”\(^{63}\)

In a sense, all voluntary judicial borrowings are argumentative. Judges that opt to resort to foreign legal experiences do so by virtue of the argumentative properties the borrowed material show rather than due to its authoritativeness or another formal attribute. But in detail, borrowings may play two very different roles in legal argumentation. On the one hand, courts can borrow from foreign material an obiter dictum, an incidental remark, which is not essential to the ruling and plays an accessory or decorative role in legal argumentation. This kind of borrowing can be called non-argumentative in the narrow sense, because it may contribute to the acceptance and social efficacy of decisions, and this is often the case, but without aiming at rational persuasion. On the other hand, it is sometimes the case that courts borrow foreign material that is seen as a sound and compelling argument.\(^{64}\) Judges can use these borrowings as inspiration for a ruling, which is the conclusion of a legal argument, or as ratio decidendi, which is the reasoning that provides justification for an original solution.\(^{65}\) In these cases, even if the borrowings are not central to the decision, they are argumentative in the narrow sense and, by their very nature, aim at rationally persuading an audience.\(^{66}\) The separation between argumentative and non-argumentative borrowings in the


\(^{63}\) GLENN, 1987, p. 263.

\(^{64}\) MARKESINIS; FEDTKE, 2005, p. 16–17.


\(^{66}\) See GOLDING, 2001, p. v, 6–10, on the structure of legal arguments and reasoned decisions.
narrow sense departs from the premise that there is “a difference between what constitutes a good legal argument and what makes a decision useful in relation to the strategic goals the court or individual justice might pursue outside of legal analysis.”

5. Three attitudes towards borrowing

As explained above, judicial borrowings are normally voluntary because, with remarkable exceptions, no constitutional clause explicitly commands indigenous authorities to borrow material from alien legal systems. Yet, it is a mistake to confuse with arbitrariness the discretion courts have in cases of voluntary borrowings. From the fact that judges are not explicitly commanded to have recourse to comparative legal material does not follow that courts carry no responsibility in justifying the use they make. It is actually the opposite. Judges have to put forward especially convincing reasons for judgments if their premises cannot be directly drawn from any constitutional or statutory clause. Where the constitution explicitly and undoubtedly makes it obligatory to apply foreign legal material, a court does not have to offer any justification other than the valid constitutional command for relying on extra-national sources. The court’s legitimacy is however challenged, and as a consequence, justices bear a special duty of justification, if it is not clear whether borrowing is definitively obligatory, permitted, or prohibited, and relevant arguments for and against migration exist.

Let us assume that a court is prima facie allowed to borrow from foreign legal systems, for there is no impeding clause in the constitution. A question that then remains is: under which circumstances and to which extent is borrowing definitively permitted? One can think of three possible answers, each corresponding to a normative attitude a court may have towards foreign
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68 CHOUDHRY, Sujit (Org.), The migration of constitutional ideas, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006, p. 3.
69 ALEXY, 2010a, p. 228.
legal material: resistance, engagement, and convergence. The first answer says that judges ought to resist the influence. The second says that they ought to be critical and selective and only engage in borrowing after considering the peculiarities of their own legal culture. The third says that they ought to deliberately set the course of their case law towards convergence with an international community governed by the same values.

Except maybe for the U.S., where part of the scholarship and the judicature explicitly resist the usage, the general attitude of judges towards judicial borrowings seemingly varies between engagement (selective approval) and convergence (enthusiasm), whether or not they admit it openly. As comparatists have documented, the U.S. Supreme Court has given the first answer, resistance, to the question of which attitude judges are expected to have towards borrowing. The BVerfG and the STF have offered the latter two: engagement and convergence, respectively. To make it clear, judicial ‘attitude’ is not taken as a psychological state here; rather, it points to normative reasons behind the subjective frame of mind that leads to acceptance. The question whether judges should “undertake voluntary comparative reasoning” is necessarily normative, and the answer, whether affirmative or negative, requires legal justification. Justification consists in demonstrating that the appeal to comparative law was commanded or at least permitted—not prohibited.

71 Ibid.
74 HART, 1994, p. 57.
75 SMITS, 2006, p. 527.
6. The duty of justification

The relatively common use of borrowings in case law despite the inexistence of any permissive allowance in the authoritative material raises a question about justifiability. In contemporary legal systems, it is incumbent upon judges to advance justifying reasons for their decisions. While in easy cases they can do so by pointing out an authoritative clause that explicitly makes it obligatory to act in a way instead of another, in difficult cases either such clauses are not available or it is doubtful what they really command. Where premises cannot be directly drawn from the authoritative legal material, courts have to advance especially convincing reasons for their rulings. In fact, a basic rule of legal argumentation reads, ‘premises that cannot be derived directly from authoritative law are to be justified.’ Applied to constitutional borrowings, this can be read as follows. The court of destination carries a duty of justification if it is not clear whether borrowing is definitively obligatory, prohibited, or permitted, and relevant arguments exist for and against judges having recourse to comparative legal material.

This conclusion is valid for borrowings in two ways. Courts ought to justify why and what they borrow. Judges ought to justify why they had recourse to foreign statutes, constitutional clauses, and case law. But they are also under the obligation to advance justifying reasons for the use they make of foreign legal scholarship and methods. Altogether, “courts are obliged to justify their interpretive methodologies,” notably the borrowed ones, insofar as they are under the more general “obligation to engage in a process of justification for their own decisions.” In any case, courts are faced with a choice that they would not have in other circumstances, where only valid national law—therefore binding law—was in play. Provided that judges are not prohibited to borrow elements from another legal systems, they can deliberately select which materials to appropriate. This means they can freely seek for rules and precedents that support the conclusion they intend to

---

77 ALEXY, 1993, p. 228.
78 This is my reformulation of Alexy’s thoughts. See ibid., p. 228, 230.
reach, and ignore those in contrary. Their choice must nonetheless be justifiable. The flip side of the lack of an unequivocal legal provision on borrowing is not arbitrariness, but a duty of justification.

6.1 Justification and justifiability

Although it is desirable that courts state explicitly in their opinions all the normative premises that support their decisions, judges do not always do so. It is often the case that relevant arguments are disclosed while others are assumed. Even in the latter case, a decision may be however legally justifiable if one can demonstrate it to be normatively commanded or permitted after exposing its tacit assumptions and construing the chain of arguments that pointed to the result.\(^80\) That is of special importance here, for in many jurisdictions and most cases, courts’ opinions do not expose the justifying reasons on which judicial borrowings can be grounded. These borrowings may nonetheless be justified if they are demonstrated to be non-prohibited. In what follows, a complete answer to the question, ‘was the appropriation of foreign legal material justified?’, depends essentially on the justifiability of the judicial borrowings at hand.

One can extract two conclusions from the fact that the justifiability of judicial decisions is not entirely coincidental with the explicit justification judges put forward for a ruling. Firstly, a comparatist interested in assessing the legitimacy of judicial borrowings should not circumscribe the inquiry to the analysis of the justifying reasons that courts have disclosed in their opinions. Secondly, the same comparatist is correct in making a basic assumption. As justification presupposes justifiability,\(^81\) a judge who decides by resort to foreign law must believe that borrowing is justifiable—definitively permitted in that case. The alternative—to admit that courts deliberately engage in

\(^{80}\) GOLING, 2001, p. 3.

\(^{81}\) ALEY, 2010b, p. 78.
borrowing although they are convinced that this is prohibited—sounds absurd.\textsuperscript{82}

\subsection*{6.2 Prima facie and definitive reasons}

Some readers may find confusing the assertion that something can be legally commanded, permitted, or prohibited if no legal clause explicitly commands, permits, or prohibits it. In order to make sense of this assertion, one must differentiate a prima facie ought (or prima facie commands, permissions, and prohibitions) from a definitive ought (or definitive commands, permissions, and prohibitions). It is not possible to discuss the difference between the two types of statements in depth here. The distinction has deserved attention from Alexy.\textsuperscript{83} But in what concerns this study, it should suffice to say that a definitive ought is stated after everything has been considered, including all possible arguments in contrary. By contrast, a prima facie ought says little about how one is really expected to act, for it depends on a further decision on what is exactly commanded, prohibited, or permitted in the case. For the sake of simplicity, the idea can be rephrased as follows: prima facie commands are only the beginning of a process of justification from which definitive commands result.

As asserted above, the court of destination carries a duty of justification if authoritative law does not clearly answers whether borrowing is obligatory, prohibited, or permitted, and relevant arguments exist for and against resorting to foreign legal material. This assertion can be now reformulated with assistance of the basic concepts of prima facie and definitive commands. Judicial borrowings are voluntary if the authoritative material is silent about their possibility. Affirming that is the same as to say that borrowing is prima facie permitted—i.e, prima facie neither obligatory nor prohibited. It is thus reasonable to assume that a court is prima facie allowed to borrow from foreign legal cultures if there is no impeding clause in the

\textsuperscript{82} Ibid., p. 38–39.
\textsuperscript{83} ALEXY, 2010c, p. 180.
constitution. But by definition, a prima facie permission does not provide sufficient justification for a decision per se; it is only the beginning of a more complex process, and additional reasoning is required.

Although judicial borrowings are prima facie permitted, it may be the case that the answer emerging after everything has been considered points to a definitive prohibition, for instance. The alternative is either a definitive permission or a definitive obligation. These deontic possibilities correspond to the normative attitudes expected from courts: resistance, convergence, or engagement. Authors who defend the model of resistance argue that judges ought to resist the appeal of constitutional borrowing. This claim can be reformulated as asserting that judicial borrowings are definitively prohibited. At the other extreme, there are authors who support a model of convergence. They exhort courts to deliberately participate in constitutional migration and adjust their case law according to an international community of interpreters. These authors must assume that borrowing is definitively commanded. Finally, in between resistance and engagement, authors who endorse the model of engagement advocate that courts should be selective and engage in borrowing only after careful consideration. Therefore, they do not agree that courts should adopt the same basic normative attitude towards all situations. On the contrary, they acknowledge that determining whether borrowing is definitively permitted, obligatory, or prohibited is a task to perform in every case where foreign experiences appear to be relevant.

The “unwillingness of American courts to look at foreign jurisprudence” has been mentioned as the typical example of resistance to judicial borrowings. An illustrative case is Stanford v. Kentucky, in which the petitioner claimed that imposing capital punishment on a juvenile constituted cruel and unusual punishment. An argument given in support of his claim was

84 JACKSON, 2005, p. 112–113.
86 For instance, KOMMERS, 1976, p. 692.
87 JACKSON, 2005, p. 116–118.
88 CHAUDHRY, 1999, p. 832. See also DAMMANN, 2002, p. 515
that Western countries had banned death sentence in similar cases. Nonetheless, a majority of the U.S. Supreme Court denied that sentencing practices of other countries was relevant to determine whether a punishment was cruel under the U.S. Constitution. For many scholars, similar refusal to use comparative case law “underlies most American theories of constitutional interpretation.” It is however noteworthy that the U.S. Supreme Court later overruled Stanford v. Kentucky in Roper v. Simmons. Yet, according to Waldron, “one of the frustrating things about Roper ... is that no one on the Court bothered to articulate a general theory of the citation and authority of foreign law.”

In any event, very different is the situation in Germany and Brazil. BVerfG’s opinions sometimes make reference to the case law of alien courts. As Kommers noticed, “the Constitutional Court’s jurisprudence now and then includes words, phrases, and sentences that suggest familiarity with the work of other national courts of judicial review.” For instance, in the Abortion Case I (1975), the minority cited the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Roe v. Wade, which shows that the German court was aware of the U.S. experience. Other examples could be given to demonstrate that the BVerfG does not endorse the model of resistance. Strikingly, references to foreign material in German case law do not happen frequently enough to classify the court’s attitude as that of convergence either. Thus, more appropriate is to assume that the BVerfG sanctions the model of engagement.
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92 WALDRON, 2005, p. 129.
93 MARKESINIS, 2003, p. 107–120.
97 KOMMERS, 1976, p. 694.
98 MOSSNER, Jörg Manfred, Rechtsvergleichung und Verfassungsrechtsprechung, Archiv des öffentlichen Rechts, n. 99/2, 1974, p. 228–242; PAULSEN, Aura María Cárdenas, Über die
Indeed, German judges have a more critical and selective attitude towards constitutional borrowings than their Brazilian counterparts. The STF does not endorse any variant of the model of resistance, studies demonstrate. On the contrary, the Brazilian court systematically borrows from foreign legal sources, either authoritative or scholarly material, and although exact numbers for comparison are lacking, evidence suggests that Brazilian justices do it more frequently than European ones. In several matters, Brazil is closer than Germany to become an example of convergence towards migration.

7. A reason against borrowing

Judicial borrowings are normatively contentious. The main normative challenge to borrowings is drawn from the principle of democratic legitimacy. The democratic objection is more often debated in the U.S., but it is extensive to some degree to other democratic countries. The objection consists in that courts hold their authority to interpret and apply the laws that have been enacted by the representatives of the people on behalf of the same people; judges would have no authority to interpret and apply the laws that had been enacted by the representatives of other peoples on behalf of those peoples. Making use of the terminology introduced within last sub-section, the objection can be reformulated as follows: judicial borrowing is prima facie prohibited vis-à-vis the democratic principle.

The democratic principle prohibits judicial borrowings, but this is a prima facie, not a definitive prohibition. That is, democratic representation
offers a relevant reason against judicial appeals to extra-national material, but other arguments that favour borrowing are still to be scrutinized. After all reasons were considered, the conclusion may be that borrowing is definitively permitted under certain circumstances, but whether or not this is the case is a matter of justification. The court that acts against what is prima facie prohibited carries a burden of justification: it is incumbent upon judges to put convincing arguments forward for acting differently from what one would expect from the common reading of the democratic principle.

8. Reasons for borrowing

Despite the counter-argument derived from the democratic principle, constitutional borrowings have been a reality in many countries. In fact, the legitimacy of borrowing is an issue that some courts have never explicitly tackled in their opinions. In either event, it is reasonable to assume that judges only resort to comparative material because they believe it is not forbidden to do so. Or in accordance with the methodology detailed above, courts that engage in borrowing must implicitly claim that the reasons in favour of doing so are stronger than the democratic objection against it. Were the democratic objection to prevail over every competing argument, borrowing would be definitively prohibited and judges expected to resist the foreign influence. Conversely, if borrowing is justifiable, there might be a normative reason that favours it and prevails over the democratic objection.

From the perspective of the participants in the public debate about what the law commands, prohibits, or permits, “to say that courts rely upon or use foreign jurisprudence because it is useful or helpful … does not … justify the appropriateness of seeking that kind of help.” One who asks about the legitimacy of a constitutional borrowing formulates a question that demands normative answers. Inasmuch as “to furnish legal justification for a decision
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is to show that the decision is according to law,” one that aims at justifying borrowings must demonstrate that it is normatively commanded or permitted, and thus not prohibited, that judges have recourse to foreign legal material. This is also true the other way around. One who demonstrates that there are convincing normative grounds for judges to appeal to extra-national sources somehow justifies borrowings. The reasons offered in justification for borrowing can be grouped into system-independent and system-dependent.

8.1 System-dependent reasons

System-dependent reasons are drawn from a certain legal system to justify that a foreign idea fits within that particular normative arrangement. This type of justification accentuates the institutional character of law, or the fact that legal conventions are not the same everywhere, but are formed against a peculiar background. As a consequence, system-dependent reasons basically comprehend arguments “directly or indirectly supported by the authority of the positive law,” although not necessarily drawn directly from the authoritative material. Systemic considerations, which are “based on the idea of the unity and coherence of the legal system,” are of especial relevance here. Authors who agree that judicial borrowings are subject to system-dependent justification say that “changes must be resisted as undemocratic unless … they follow the mechanisms provided for in the constitutional text” or are “according to the self-referential logic of the constitution.” In other words, a comparatist who claims that there are reasons for borrowing must examine not only the constitutional wording, undoubtedly an essential authoritative source, but also the other factors that shape a constitutional

106 On the institutional character of law, see ALEXY, Robert, Problems of Discourse Theory, Crítica, Revista Hispanoamericana de Filosofia, v. XX, n. 58, p. 43–65, 1988, p. 44.
107 Ibid., p. 176.
108 Ibid., p. 176.
culture: the interpretative practice, including scholarship and case law, and the institutional framework.

8.2 System-independent reasons

System-independent reasons given in support of judicial borrowings draw attention to universalist aspects of constitutional migrations and tend to overlook features of a particular legal system. In spite of what the word ‘universalist’ may suggest, not all system-independent reasons imply that a same principle or structure is universally shared. Many scholars argue for more modest commonalities and believe that it suffices if “a transcendent principle is found within more than one legal system.” According to some, a court relies on universalist justification when judges regard themselves and other constitutional justices as engaged in a common enterprise that transcends national borders. As this enterprise may be common due either certain content or structure, it is possible to separate between content-based universalists and structure-based universalists.

Content-based universalists say that judges ought to borrow from another legal system so as to fulfil a norm that both systems share. Most commonly, comparatists of this type have in mind universal sets of principles that should justify constitutional migrations. Judges who endorse this view are convinced that their own task consists chiefly in interpreting, applying, and fostering “substantive principles of political morality,” that is, legal norms that are morally appealing and lie behind concrete institutional arrangements. Another version of content-based universalism advocates something different. Legal systems would not share the same basic principles, but the same basic goal: “finding and applying the best and most just legal rules.”

Since “it is likely that some [legal systems] will have succeeded earlier or more convincingly than others” in the pursuit of justice, borrowing would provide
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parochial officers with a shortcut to approximate their own system to this goal.  

114 By contrast, structure-based universalists claim that their variant of universalism rely on purely conceptual premises, such as “theoretical concepts of a universal legal language,” 115 or “a deep structure of constitutional grammar that forms the basis of all different constitutional languages and cultures,” 116 which make some legal arrangements conceptually necessary in several legal systems. 117 Supposing that structure-based universalism is sound, the dialogue between courts would not create anything new, but merely disclose structures that were possibly hidden. In sum, structure-based universalists attribute some essential or necessary properties to legal systems, “without which law would not be law.” 118 These properties “must be there, quite apart from space and time, wherever and whenever law exists.” 119 The same properties are universal not due to a normative command, but by definition. Or so structure-based universalists believe. 120

9. Concluding remark

This essay attempted to provide a methodological basis for studying judicial borrowings as a normative phenomenon. Some refinements on comparative methods, which are required if one intends to tackle the normative problems borrowing poses, were introduced above. A first refinement concerns the distinction between the contexts of deliberation, explanation, and justification. A second distinguishes between explanatory and justifying reasons. A third
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invites comparatists to choose between the participant’s and the observer’s perspective. Altogether, a researcher who inquires whether a constitutional court can legitimately decide cases with recourse to foreign legal material asks for justification. In other words, our researcher asks whether it is legally permitted, prohibited, or commanded for judges to have recourse to comparative constitutional law. This question can only be answered from the perspective of a participant in the public debate about what the law correctly understood commands, prohibits, or permits. From the participant’s perspective, explanations for borrowing do not (and ought not to) suffice.

Courts ought to justify why they appropriate foreign legal material because a general rule of legal argumentation reads, ‘premises that cannot be derived directly from authoritative law are to be justified.’ And that is the case with voluntary judicial borrowings. Judicial borrowings are voluntary because, with remarkable exceptions, no constitutional clause explicitly commands indigenous authorities to borrow legal solutions from alien legal systems. This lack of an authoritative provision that is applicable to the case leads to the problem of justifiability. The court of destination bears a burden of justification if it is not clear whether borrowing is definitively obligatory, prohibited, or permitted, and relevant arguments exist for and against decision making with recourse to comparative legal material.

The burden of justification presupposes the justifiability of judicial decisions. Although the legitimacy of borrowing is an issue that most courts have never explicitly tackled in their opinions, it is reasonable to assume that they only resort to comparative material because they believe it to be permitted. The alternative is to assume that courts act deceitfully and deliberately engage in borrowing even knowing that this is prohibited. And no evidence supports such an assumption. Therefore, courts must implicitly claim that borrowing is either definitively commanded or permitted. This does not mean that judicial borrowings are not normatively contentious. Indeed, arguments exist both for and against reference to foreign legal material.

The main counter-argument derives from the democratic principle. Courts would go far beyond their jurisdiction to appropriate an adjudicative method that does not derive from the material acknowledged as authoritative.
by the people on behalf of which judges decide. In short, it follows from the
democratic objection that borrowing is prima facie prohibited. Conversely,
there are system-dependent and system-independent reasons for borrowing,
the most known of which bear on universalist premises, whether about a
common normative background shared by legal systems, or about
conceptually necessary attributes of law.

With this in mind, it is possible to construe the three attitudes that
courts have towards borrowing as three different answers to the question
whether borrowing is definitively permitted or prohibited. The resistance that
is characteristic of the U.S. Supreme Court can be read as a normative
assertion such as: ‘borrowing is definitively prohibited because, under ordinary
circumstances, the democratic objection should prevail over all the other
arguments.’ By contrast, the STF’s attitude of convergence signals that
‘borrowing is definitively permitted in Brazil because, under ordinary
circumstances, the democratic objection should yield to the reasons judges
have for resorting to foreign legal material.’ Finally, the BVerfG’s selective
engagement with comparative law points to that borrowing can be either
definitively permitted or prohibited depending on the circumstances of a case,
for no definitive answer can be drawn from the conflict between the reasons
for and against borrowing if these are only abstractly considered.
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